HEP Cluster is designed and implemented in Scientific Linux Cern 5.5 to grant High Energy Physics researchers one place where they can go to undertake a particular task or to provide a parallel processing architecture in which CPU resources are shared across a network and all machines function as one large supercomputer. It gives physicists a facility to access computers and data, transparently, without having to consider location, operating system, account administration, and other details. By using this facility researchers can process their jobs much faster than the stand alone desktop systems.
INTRODUCTION
The basic unit of a cluster is a single computer, also called a "node". Clusters can grow in size -they "scale" -by adding more machines. A cluster as a whole will be more powerful and faster than the individual computers and their connection speeds. In addition, the operating system of the cluster must make the best use of the available hardware in response to changing conditions. This becomes more of a challenge if the cluster is composed of different hardware types (a "heterogeneous" cluster), if the configuration of the cluster changes unpredictably (machines joining and leaving the cluster), and the loads cannot be predicted ahead of time.
OVERVIEW OF THE CLUSTER
In this cluster, there is one master node connected with external storage and three worker nodes. Researchers can login into the master node using the usernames which have been allotted to them and can select any worker node in which they want to perform their operations. They can split their jobs between different working nodes. After the completion of jobs, the results will automatically get stored in the centralized storage area. These results can be then analyzed by the user for the research purpose. In this way they can do their research jobs much faster than the individual computers. Fig 1. 0 shows the overview of the cluster. 
PASSWORD FREE SSH LOGIN
Edit the /etc/profile of all the nodes. Then copy the generated authorized_keys of all the workers in root/.ssh/authorized_keys file of the master and finally copy .ssh/authorized_keys file of the master in all the worker nodes to make all the cluster nodes password free among each other.
INSTALLATION OF NODES
• Configure RAID 3 in all nodes.
• Partition 
NFS MOUNT CENTRALIZED STORAGE
To export /Jugrid of node00 to node01, node02 & node03 enter the following in /etc/exports file and restart the NFS service : /jugrid node01(rw,rsync) node02(rw, rsync) node03(rw, rsync) Now mount the centralized storage from the workers like the following: # mount node00:/Jugrid /home # echo "10. ln -s root_v5.26.00 root cd $ROOTSYS ./configure make make install After giving the command make install it will take 2 or more hours to complete the installation depending upon the speed of the machine. Then give root command to run the application.
Geant3 Installation:-cd $ALICE svn co https://root.cern.ch/svn/geant3/tags/v1-11 geant3 cd $ALICE/geant3 make
